
EMRI rate per black hole
• Numerical simulations predict EMRI 

rate per black hole 

• There are three problems. Firstly, 
this rate overgrows black holes. 

• Secondly, simulations predict 
O(10-100) direct plunges for every 
successful inspiral. 

• Finally, the MBH loss cone does not 
contain enough stellar origin black 
holes to sustain such rates. 

• Modify rates to prevent overgrowth 
and over-consumption. 

• Galaxy mergers disrupt stellar 
cusps - assume no EMRIs for a 
time, tEMRI, following each merger.
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FIG. 17.— The total Plunge and inspiral rates as a function of MBH mass.
The MC simulations (circles) agree with the analytic approximations for dy-
namics without RR (solid lines), Eqs. (46), (47). Simulations with RR show
that the contribution of RR is small: the discrepancy between the rates with
and without RR does not exceed ⇠ 30% over 5 orders of magnitude in M•.

µh = 2, ⌘h = 1, M
0

= 5.4⇥ 10

6 M� and �
0

= 100 km s

�1.
Thus

rh = 2 (M•,MW )

1/2
pc, (45)

where M•,MW = M•/4 ⇥ 10

6M� is the MBH mass scaled
to the mass of the Galactic MBH. The rates as function of the
MBH mass M• and the mass ratio Q = M•/M? are then

Rtot

p =3⇥ 10

�4M
�1/4
•,MW

⇥ logQ

6.70� 0.25 log (M•,MW )

yr

�1 ,

(46)

and

Rtot

i ⇡ 5⇥ 10

�6M
�1/4
•,MW

⇥ (logQ)

1/5

4.65� 0.25 log (M•,MW )� 2 log (logQ) /5
,

(47)

where we used the value AGW ⇡ 0.029, corresponding to
the GW dissipation approximation of Gair et al. (2006) (Ap-
pendix A). As shown in Figure 17, these analytic approxima-
tions are in agreement with the results of the MC simulations
over several orders of magnitude of M•.

6. DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY

The determination of the steady-state of galactic nuclei is
a fundamental open question in stellar dynamics, with many
implications and ramifications, and has been the focus of nu-
merous numerical and analytical studies. In particular, current
estimates of loss-rates vary over several orders of magnitude
due to theoretical and empirical uncertainties. Previous stud-
ies either used post-Newtonian N -body simulations, which
are limited to small-N , or did not include the relevant rela-
tivistic physics (Section 1). Building on recent progress in
the formal description of RR as a correlated diffusion process
(the ⌘-formalism, Bar-Or & Alexander 2014), we obtain here
a MC procedure and analytic expressions for the steady-state
distribution and loss-rates in galactic nuclei, taking into ac-
count two-body relaxation, RR, mass precession and the GR

effects of in-plane precession and GW emission. By cross-
validating the analytic estimates and the MC results with a
high degree of accuracy, and without the introduction of any
free fit parameters, we are able to confirm our analysis and
interpretation of the dynamics of the loss-cone in the context
of our underlying assumptions.

6.1. Discussion of main results
The advantage of modeling RR by the ⌘-formalism, over

previous attempts by other approaches (Rauch & Tremaine
1996; Hopman & Alexander 2006a; Gürkan & Hopman 2007;
Madigan et al. 2011; Merritt et al. 2011; Antonini & Merritt
2013; Hamers et al. 2014; Merritt 2015a,b), is that it allows to
derive the FP equation rigorously from the stochastic leading-
order relativistic 3D Hamiltonian. The resulting effective
DCs, which are thus derived from first principles, are then
guarantied to obey the fundamental fluctuation-dissipation re-
lation and the correct 3D maximal entropy solution (Binney
& Tremaine 2008, Section 7.4.3; Appendix E).

These constraints on the functional form of valid DCs are
critical, since the correct steady-state is the result of a fragile
near-cancellation of two large opposing currents (the diffu-
sion and drift); even small deviations from this relation (e.g.,
due to approximations, empirical fits, or reduction to lower
dimensions), will result in large errors. For example, Hamers
et al. (2014) obtained the RR DCs from numerical simulations
using an assumed functional form, Djj /

p
1� j2, based on

the fit of Gürkan & Hopman (2007)9 and on the ad hoc expres-
sion Dj = j�1Djj , which is inconsistent with the fluctuation-
dissipation relation and therefore leads to invalid steady-sate
solution. This was then partially remedied by Merritt (2015a)
who treated separately the Newtonian (j ! 1) and relativis-
tic (j ! 0) regimes. In the Newtonian regime, the Hamers
et al. (2014) data was re-fitted to DCs that effectively satisfy
the fluctuation-dissipation relation, which means that in the
absence of a loss-cone, the dynamics asymptote to the max-
imal entropy limit n(j) = 2j. However, in the relativistic
limit j ! 1, where the simulation statistics are poorer due
to the smaller phase-space volume, Merritt (2015a) used an-
alytic DCs based on the Hamiltonian model of Merritt et al.
(2011), which represented the stochastic background by an ad
hoc dipole pseudo-potential and a recipe for switching its di-
rection every coherence time. This recipe corresponded to the
⌘-formalism’s “Steps” or “Exponential ACF” noise (depend-
ing on the exact switching procedure), which both converge
to the same form in the j ! 0 limit (Bar-Or & Alexander
2014, Figure 1). As shown by Bar-Or & Alexander (2014, Eq.
42), in that limit Djj ⇡ j4/ ˜Tc and Dj ⇡ (5/2)j3/ ˜Tc, where
˜Tc = 0.5Tc⌫

2

GR (j = 1) /⌫2j (j = 0). This indeed satisfies the
fluctuation-dissipation relation, as any Hamiltonian model is
guaranteed to do. These DCs are different from the ones de-
rived by Merritt (2015a), Djj / j4/Tc and Dj = 2Djj/j,
who implicitly forced the solution to 2D in-plane motion by
setting sin i = 1 in the derivation (Merritt 2015a, Eqs.C.8-
C.9). Therefore, these derived DCs satisfy the 2D fluctuation-
dissipation relation 2Dj = @Djj/@j, rather than the correct
3D one, 2jDj = @jDjj/@j. These DCs therefore imply the
steady-state solution n(j) = const in the relativistic regime
(assuming no loss-cone); this is not the correct solution for 3D

9 We obtain a more accurate expression for D
jj

(Appendix D), which fits
torques measured in static wires simulations very well, over the entire range
j 2 [0, 1].

Bar-Or & Alexander (2015)
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EMRI host population
• Use self-consistent host populations from 

Barausse ’12. Predicts negative slope to 
mass function and high spins. 

• Use power law mass function to give lower 
limit (Gair ’10). 12 population models in all. 

• Assume EMRI capture inclinations random; 
include spin corrections; eccentricities 
moderate at plunge. 

• Estimate event rates for SNR threshold of 
20. Use analytic kludge model and LISA 
sensitivity for 2017 proposal.

10

Mass MBH Cusp M–� CO EMRI rate [yr�1]
Model function spin erosion relation Np mass [M�] Total Detected (AKK) Detected (AKS)

M1 Barausse12 a98 yes Gultekin09 10 10 1600 294 189

M2 Barausse12 a98 yes KormendyHo13 10 10 1400 220 146

M3 Barausse12 a98 yes GrahamScott13 10 10 2770 809 440

M4 Barausse12 a98 yes Gultekin09 10 30 520 (620) 260 221

M5 Gair10 a98 no Gultekin09 10 10 140 47 15

M6 Barausse12 a98 no Gultekin09 10 10 2080 479 261

M7 Barausse12 a98 yes Gultekin09 0 10 15800 2712 1765

M8 Barausse12 a98 yes Gultekin09 100 10 180 35 24

M9 Barausse12 aflat yes Gultekin09 10 10 1530 217 177

M10 Barausse12 a0 yes Gultekin09 10 10 1520 188 188

M11 Gair10 a0 no Gultekin09 100 10 13 1 1

M12 Barausse12 a98 no Gultekin09 0 10 20000 4219 2279

TABLE I. List of EMRI models considered in this work. Column 1 defines the label of each model. For each model we specify
the MBH mass function (column 2), the MBH spin model (column 3), whether we consider the e↵ect of cusp erosion following
MBH binary mergers (column 4), the M–� relation (column 5), the ratio of plunges to EMRIs (column 6), the mass of the
COs (column 7); the total number of EMRIs occurring in a year up to z = 4.5 (column 8; for model M4 we also show the total
rate per year up to z = 6.5); the detected EMRI rate per year, with AKK (column 9) and AKS (column 10) waveforms.

of 2).2 Even smaller is the e↵ect of spin, a↵ecting EMRI
rates at the 10% level; there are more EMRIs when spins
are higher as the LSO is smaller (and so it is more di�-
cult to directly plunge [88]), but this only a↵ects a small
portion of orbits. However, we will see that spins will
play a more important role in the detectability of these
events by LISA. Changing the M–� relation, which sets
the relation between the MBH and its surrounding popu-
lation of COs, can introduce a variation of about a factor
of 2. More significant are the mass of the COs and the
number of plunges, as both of these directly impact the
mass accreted by the MBH and so the necessary duty
factor to preserve the population of MBHs. An increase
in either m or Np by a factor of X reduces the EMRI rate
by a similar factor. Since we are more uncertain of the
number of plunges, this has a greater potential impact on
the expected rate, here changing it by almost two orders
of magnitude. A drop of about one order of magnitude
is achieved by switching to the pessimistic MBH mass
distribution, as the reduction in the number of MBHs
naturally decreases the number of EMRIs.

For each of the 12 models outlined above we generate
10 Monte-Carlo realizations of the expected population
of EMRIs plunging in 1 year. We therefore construct
a library of 120 catalogs that includes all EMRI events
occurring in the Universe in 10 years for the 12 models.

2 This could be up to a factor of 4 if kick velocities of few hundred
km s�1 are considered in the computation of the cusp regrowth
timescale (cf. Eq. 9).

IV. WAVEFORMS, SIGNAL ANALYSIS AND
PARAMETER ESTIMATION

Having generated astrophysical populations of EMRI
systems, we need to determine which of the systems will
be observed by LISA. To do this, we need a model of
the GW emission from an EMRI system. Accurate grav-
itational waveforms from EMRIs can be computed using
BH perturbation theory, exploiting the large di↵erence in
masses of the two objects to regard the smaller as a per-
turbation of the spacetime of the larger and construct
an expansion in the mass ratio (see [99] for a review).
Perturbative calculations have not yet been completed
to the order necessary to accurately track the phase of
an EMRI over an entire inspiral, and these calculations
are extremely computationally expensive. Two approxi-
mate EMRI models have therefore been developed, which
capture the main features of EMRI waveforms at much
lower computational cost and can therefore be used to
explore questions connected to the detection and scien-
tific exploitation of EMRI observations. Of the two mod-
els, the numerical kludge [100, 101] is the more accurate
and is based on modelling the trajectory of the smaller
object as a geodesic of the Kerr background, with inspi-
ral imposed on the system. With further enhancements,
the numerical-kludge model may be accurate enough for
use in LISA data analysis. However, it is still relatively
computationally expensive. The analytic kludge (AK)
model [51] is computationally cheaper, at the cost of less
faithfulness to real EMRI signals. The AK model ap-
proximates gravitational wave emission by that from a
Keplerian orbit [102], with precession of the orbital per-
ihelion, precession of the orbital plane, and inspiral of
the orbit added using post-Newtonian prescriptions. The
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Science with EMRI Observations
• Predict a few to 1000s of 

events. Typically 10s to 100s. 

• Each event will offer high 
precision measurements of 
intrinsic parameters and 
moderate measurements of sky 
position and distance. 

• Great potential for science: 
astrophysics, fundamental 
physics; cosmology. 10
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FIG. 11. Distribution of the statistical errors in the measurement of EMRI intrinsic parameters: central MBH redshifted mass
(top left), spin (top right), CO mass (bottom left) and eccentricity at plunge (bottom right). The dashed lines mark the first,
second and third quartile of the distributions.

the luminosity distance is typically measured to 5–10%
precision. The luminosity distance is required to convert
the observed redshifted masses back to their true source
values. Distance uncertainty will therefore be the domi-
nant source of uncertainty in mass measurements.

The sky localization is typically better than 10 deg2.
This is the typical field of view of future large optical and
radio facilities such as the Large Synoptic Survey Tele-
scope [117] or the Square Kilometre Array [118]. EMRIs
localized to this accuracy can therefore be covered with
a single pointing to check for the possible presence of
electromagnetic counterparts, which could be associated
with the interaction between the CO and an MBH ac-
cretion disk [56, 58–60]. Electromagnetic counterparts
would be easiest to observe from close by sources, which
would also be the loudest, and so the best localized (usu-
ally to better than 1 deg2). Identifying a source galaxy
from an electromagnetic counterpart would allow for an
independent redshift measurement, which would improve
the precision of the (source-frame) mass measurements.

Finally, the precise measurements provided by EMRI
observations allow us to maps the spacetime of the MBH

and check its Kerr nature. The multipolar structure of
the Kerr metric is completely determined by its mass
and spin (the no hair theorem); the quadrupole moment
is locked to be QK = �a2M3 [119]. Since EMRIs are
expected to probe the multipolar structure of the cen-
tral MBH spacetime to high accuracy [46–50], they will
be able to confirm if the quadrupole moment obeys the
expected Kerr relation [120]. In Figure 13 we show the
precision with which possible deviations Q away from the
Kerr quadrupole can be constrained. We plot the error
on the dimensionless quantity Q ⌘ (Q�QK)/M3 (which
is independent of the redshifting of masses). As expected,
Q is better constrained by using AKK waveforms, since
the e↵ect of a modified quadrupole become important
only at small distances from the MBH, i.e. in the late
inspiral and plunge. Note that we do not consider any
particular modified theory of gravity: the parameter Q is
just a phenomenological parametrization of hypothetical
deviations from the general relativistic quadrupole mo-
ment, and we are interested in determining what level of
deviation would be measurable.

Overall, for all the parameters that we considered, the
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FIG. 12. Distribution of the statistical errors in the measurement of EMRI extrinsic parameters: luminosity distance (left
panel) and sky localization (right panel). The dashed lines mark the first, second and third quartile of the distributions. In
the plot for the sky position, a horizontal solid red line marks an error of 10 deg2.

FIG. 13. Distribution of the statistical error in measurement
of the deviation of the MBH’s quadrupole moment away from
the Kerr value. The dashed lines mark the first, second and
third quartile of each distribution.

distributions of the errors are broadly consistent between
the di↵erent population models. The populations control
the number of events, and so are important for consid-
ering how much we could learn about the population of
MBHs and their host environments, but do not have a
significant impact on our ability to extract the parame-
ters for individual EMRIs.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have performed a comprehensive anal-
ysis of the performance of the recently proposed LISA
mission with regards to the detection and parameter
estimation of EMRIs. For the first time we have at-
tempted to thoroughly investigate the astrophysical un-

certainties that a↵ect the calculations of the expected
intrinsic EMRI rate. In more detail, we have constructed
competing astrophysical models for the EMRI rate as a
function of cosmic time, accounting for: the uncertainty
on the expected MBH spin magnitude; the disruption
of stellar cusps due to mergers; the MBH growth due
to EMRIs and plunges of stellar-mass CO’s; and possi-
ble viable competing choices for the MBH mass function,
the CO mass, and the correlation between MBH masses
and stellar velocity dispersions. Although simple, our
models capture the diversity of plausible astrophysical
uncertainties. Overall, we find that these astrophysical
assumptions produce a variance of up to three orders of
magnitude in the expected intrinsic EMRI rate.
For each astrophysical model, we have computed the

number of expected detections with the LISA interferom-
eter, as well as the precision with which the source pa-
rameters (both intrinsic and extrinsic) can be recovered.
To this purpose, because of computational-time limita-
tions, we have used two time-inexpensive kludge wave-
form models that we expect should bracket the results
that would be obtained with more sophisticated Teukol-
sky or self-force based templates. Our main findings are:

1. Irrespective of the astrophysical model, at least a
few EMRIs per year should be detectable by LISA.
This number may reach a few thousands per year
under the most optimistic astrophysical assump-
tions.

2. Except for the most pessimistic astrophysical mod-
els, we predict at least a few events per year should
be observable with SNR of several hundreds.

3. The typical (source-frame) mass and redshift range
of detected EMRIs will be M ⇠ 105–106M� and
z <⇠ 2–3, although we may have events with masses
an order of magnitude outside of this range or with
larger redshifts (up to z ⇠ 4 and z ⇠ 6 for COs of
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To this purpose, because of computational-time limita-
tions, we have used two time-inexpensive kludge wave-
form models that we expect should bracket the results
that would be obtained with more sophisticated Teukol-
sky or self-force based templates. Our main findings are:

1. Irrespective of the astrophysical model, at least a
few EMRIs per year should be detectable by LISA.
This number may reach a few thousands per year
under the most optimistic astrophysical assump-
tions.

2. Except for the most pessimistic astrophysical mod-
els, we predict at least a few events per year should
be observable with SNR of several hundreds.

3. The typical (source-frame) mass and redshift range
of detected EMRIs will be M ⇠ 105–106M� and
z <⇠ 2–3, although we may have events with masses
an order of magnitude outside of this range or with
larger redshifts (up to z ⇠ 4 and z ⇠ 6 for COs of
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FIG. 12. Distribution of the statistical errors in the measurement of EMRI extrinsic parameters: luminosity distance (left
panel) and sky localization (right panel). The dashed lines mark the first, second and third quartile of the distributions. In
the plot for the sky position, a horizontal solid red line marks an error of 10 deg2.

FIG. 13. Distribution of the statistical error in measurement
of the deviation of the MBH’s quadrupole moment away from
the Kerr value. The dashed lines mark the first, second and
third quartile of each distribution.

distributions of the errors are broadly consistent between
the di↵erent population models. The populations control
the number of events, and so are important for consid-
ering how much we could learn about the population of
MBHs and their host environments, but do not have a
significant impact on our ability to extract the parame-
ters for individual EMRIs.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have performed a comprehensive anal-
ysis of the performance of the recently proposed LISA
mission with regards to the detection and parameter
estimation of EMRIs. For the first time we have at-
tempted to thoroughly investigate the astrophysical un-

certainties that a↵ect the calculations of the expected
intrinsic EMRI rate. In more detail, we have constructed
competing astrophysical models for the EMRI rate as a
function of cosmic time, accounting for: the uncertainty
on the expected MBH spin magnitude; the disruption
of stellar cusps due to mergers; the MBH growth due
to EMRIs and plunges of stellar-mass CO’s; and possi-
ble viable competing choices for the MBH mass function,
the CO mass, and the correlation between MBH masses
and stellar velocity dispersions. Although simple, our
models capture the diversity of plausible astrophysical
uncertainties. Overall, we find that these astrophysical
assumptions produce a variance of up to three orders of
magnitude in the expected intrinsic EMRI rate.
For each astrophysical model, we have computed the

number of expected detections with the LISA interferom-
eter, as well as the precision with which the source pa-
rameters (both intrinsic and extrinsic) can be recovered.
To this purpose, because of computational-time limita-
tions, we have used two time-inexpensive kludge wave-
form models that we expect should bracket the results
that would be obtained with more sophisticated Teukol-
sky or self-force based templates. Our main findings are:

1. Irrespective of the astrophysical model, at least a
few EMRIs per year should be detectable by LISA.
This number may reach a few thousands per year
under the most optimistic astrophysical assump-
tions.

2. Except for the most pessimistic astrophysical mod-
els, we predict at least a few events per year should
be observable with SNR of several hundreds.

3. The typical (source-frame) mass and redshift range
of detected EMRIs will be M ⇠ 105–106M� and
z <⇠ 2–3, although we may have events with masses
an order of magnitude outside of this range or with
larger redshifts (up to z ⇠ 4 and z ⇠ 6 for COs of

Schwarzschild plunge condition Kerr plunge condition
Model N(z < 0.5) N(z < 0.5; small error) N(z < 0.5) N(z < 0.5; small error)
M1 30 5 29 7
M2 23 4 22 4
M3 62 15 60 16
M4 11 4 11 4
M5 2 0 3 1
M6 35 6 35 8
M7 298 48 285 52
M8 4 0 4 1
M9 25 3 25 5
M10 24 0 24 0
M11 0 0 0 0
M12 354 60 354 74

Table 5. Number of EMRIs detected at redshift z < 0.5 for each model, computed using each of
the two waveform plunge conditions. The first column in each case gives all EMRIs at z < 0.5,
while the second gives those EMRIs at z < 0.5 that also satisfy the error conditions that were
assumed in [31], i.e., �(lnDL) < 0.07z and �⌦ < 16z2.

Figure 3. Precision with which LISA could detect a deviation in the quadrupole moment of
the MBH spacetime away from the Kerr value.

5. Summary
We have described a comprehensive study of the prospects for detection of EMRIs with LISA.
Our study has attempted to quantify, for the first time, the uncertainties in EMRI rate
predictions arising from astrophysical uncertainties, as well as updating predictions for the new
LISA baseline configuration used in [7]. We find that LISA should observe several hundred EMRI
events over two years, with uncertainties of about one order of magnitude in each direction.
These predictions are robust to the distribution of MBH spins and the possible depletion of
MBHs at low masses. For all of these events LISA will determine the intrinsic parameters to high
precision (sub-percent accuracy), determine sky location to a few square degrees and determine
luminosity distance to O(10%). The parameter-estimation results are largely independent of the


